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THE POSITION OF THE SUN'S AXIS

AS DETERMINED FROM PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SUN,

1874 TO 1912,
MEASURED AT THE ROYAL OBSERVATORY, GREENWICH.

THE position assumed for the Sun's Axis in the reduction of the measures made

at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, of the positions of spots and faculse upon

photographs of the Sun, has been that determined by Carrington (Observations of the

Spots on the Sun, made at Redhill, by R. C. Carrington, p. 244), viz.,

1= 7-15'

N = 73* 40' for 1 850-0

where I denotes the inclination of the Sun's equator to the ecliptic, and N the longitude

on the ecliptic of its ascending "node. As these photographs supply an almost

uninterrupted record of the Sun's surface for a period of 39 years, it seems desirable

to ascertain what evidence they supply as to whether the above assumed position of

the Sun's Axis requires any correction, and, if so, as to its character and amount.

Such evidence will be chiefly supplied i>y the latitudes of the spots, since their

longitudes are but slightly affected by a sifall error in the adopted position of the

solar Axis, and the present enquiry is therefore confined to the consideration of the

latitudes alone.

Two methods for the proposed examination present themselves
;

either special

spots may be selected for discussion, such as appear to be stable in form, and regular

in movement, or the whole material available may be utilized and each complete

spot-group may be considered as a unit, and its successive apparent positions

employed, regardless of its movements and apparent changes of form and size. The

former method was that adopted by Carrington, but appears open to the objection that,

in a first discussion at least, the work of selection may introduce serious systematic

error, the more so that stable and well-defined spots, such as are likely to be selected

for this purpose, are characteristic of a particular phase in the life history of a spot-
Wt. 3593/843/574 So 9/I3- N. & Co. Ltd.
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4 POSITION OF THE SUN'S Axis,

group, and may, therefore, have a tendency to move in a common direction at a common

speed. The latter method has therefore been adopted in preference to it.

From 1874 to 1885, inclusive, the measures of positions and areas of Sunspots

made at Greenwich were exhibited only in the form of a daily record of the Sun's

surface. From 1886 onward, in addition to this daily record, the results of the

measures were given in the form of a Ledger of Spot Groups ; the various members of

each group of spots being combined together for each day of observation, as shown in

the specimen annexed. These ledgers, therefore, give the total area of each group

for each day during which it remained visible
;

its mean longitude from Carrington's

zero meridian ;
its mean latitude ; and also its longitude from the meridian passing

through the centre of the apparent disc. In 1907 ledgers on the same plan were

published for the twelve earlier years, 1874-1885. Thus these sunspot ledgers give, in

a form convenient for various investigations, the histories of about 7000 separate spot

groups which have appeared on the Sun's disc since April 1874, when the Greenwich

record commenced.

The following table gives a specimen of the form in which the life-history of a

Spot-group is exhibited in the Ledgers :

TABLE 1.

Extractfrom the Ledgers of Groups of Sun Spots.

Group 6806.

A regular spot, a, followed by some small companions until January 26.

Date.

Greenwich
Civil Time.
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Changes in the apparent latitude of a spot-group may arise from three causes :

(i.) Errors of observation, or of measurement; particularly such as would

introduce error in the determinations of the orientation of the

photographs.

(ii.) An actual motion of the group upon the Sun's surface.

(iii.) An error in the adopted position of the Sun's Axis.

The errors of measurement are naturally treated as accidental errors. The orienta-

tion error is of a quasi-systematic nature, but as seven different observatories are

involved with no less than ten or twelve different instruments, arid as adjustment plates

have been frequently taken, this error will tend to diffuse itself as an accidental error.

As regards the proper motions of spot-groups, these are undoubtedly often large ;

but there is no reason to suppose that either the direction or the speed of proper

motion is in any way associated with the position of the Earth in its orbit round the

Sun. The proper motions of spot-groups are, therefore, regarded as of an accidental

character, as far as the present investigation is concerned.

If I, the assumed inclination of the Sun's Axis, requires a correction A I, and N,

the assumed longitude of its ascending node, a correction AN, then, writing y= A I,

and x= AN sin I, the deduced Jatitude, I, of a spot will require a correction

x cos 6 y sin
,

where is the longitude of the group measured from the Sun's ascending node. In the

passage of a spot across the visible disc of the Sun, may in an extreme case increase

by as much as 200 ; and if the Sun's Axis were alone in error, there would be a

progressive alteration of the latitude given in the ledgers from which the quantities
x and y could be determined.

Thus, as above, let x = AN sin I; and /
= AI; and let z be the true latitude of

any group of spots. To determine x, y, and z, we have from each spot group, a

system of equations
x cos Oi+y sin ^

1+ z = Z
1 ,

-y sin
2+z l

2 ,

etc.

a; cos 6k+ y ainOt+z lk ,

where l
lt

1
2 , etc., lk ,

are the observed latitudes of the spot-groups as given for each

day in the ledgers, and 6
1} 2 , etc., 6k are the corresponding longitudes measured

from the ascending node.

In these equations the angles Q
I} 2 , etc., are approximately in arithmetical pro-

gression with a common difference whose mean value is about 14'2.

Consider the simple case where has the thirteen values 0, 15, 30, etc.,

90, which correspond sufficiently closely to a spot which is seen all the way across
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the disc. Let the probable error of each equation be e. Solving by least squares, we

obtain the normal equations :

z2 cos2 0+2/2 sin cos 0+z2 cos 6= 2Z cos 6 withp.e. e ^2 cos2 6

xS, sin 6 cos 0+y2 sin20+z2 sin 6= 2Z sin 6 with p.e. N/2 sin2

z2 cos 0+2/2 sin 6+z x 13 =2/ with^>.e.

or 6a;+7'6z = a with^.e.

7y = fi withjp.e. t ^7 >

7 -63+ 132 = 7 with^i.e. t ^13 )

Thus y is obtained with a probable error of -7=, but x, from the way in which it

is involved with z, with the much greater probable error, 0'8e. Thus as regards the

position of the Sun's Axis four-fifths of the weight is concentrated in one of the

normal equations, viz., that of y. Owing to the proper motion of the spots, the other

normal equations are actually of greater value than would be inferred from the weights.

They will be considered later.

We next examine how nearly the y equation can be obtained without having
recourse to a least square solution. Still taking the ideal case where Q has the values

+ 90, +75, +60, etc., 60, 75, 90; and writing the equations in order, we

find by subtracting equation (13) from equation (l) :

iia .. -

and similarly

r from (2) and (l 2)

2\ 3 ll/ >' / " \3/ )) \ '

N/2

in j ^ _L c,\ / I0 x

2\ t4"~'ho/ " l~~ \T/ >' \* u /

5 ooy = i(/5-g
-J=.

(5) (9)

etc.

Thus equations (1) and (13) give y with a p.e. of -7=
; equations (l) and (2) com-

bined with (13) and (12) give l'966y with a p.e. of 77= \/z ; equations (1), (2), and (3)

combined with (13), (12) and (11) give 2'832?/ with a, p.e. of -7- s/3 ; and so on.

In this way y is determined

with p.e. 707e using one equation at each end.

,,

-509e ,, two equations ,,

432e three

,, '400e four ,,

391e ,, five

403e ,, six ,, ,,

and '378e ,, a least square solution.
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Therefore, by combining the first five equations with the last five, a very close

approximation is obtained to the accuracy of a least square solution, and by taking the

first four with the la-st four, the p.e. is only increased from *38e to *4O.

If the change of longitude of a spot be taken as 14 '2, the probable errors with

which the displacement of the Sun's pole in a direction at right angles to the line

joining it to the centre of the disc can be determined from spot groups extending over

a given number of days are given in the following table. The probable error of an

observation of latitude given in the spot-ledgers for any day being taken as unity, the

figures in the last column give the probable errors obtainable from a least square

solution, and those in the columns headed 1, 2, 3, etc., the probable errors obtainable

when 1, 2, 3, etc., equations at the ends of each group are subtracted from one another.

TABLE II.
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and similarly for the sines : i.e. the cosines and sines of the mean of the angles are

taken and diminished by 6 per cent. Similarly, when 4 or 3 days are combined, the

cosines and sines of the mean longitudes are diminished by 4 and 2 per cent, respectively.

I. Determination of the Position of the Sun's Axis l>y Comparison of the

Latitudes of a Group of Spots when near the East and West Limbs.

The process actually adopted is shown in the following example :

TABLE III.

Spot Group 6806.

Date.
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TABLE IV.

Example of a Group of Spots rejected on account of Violent Change.

Group 1587.

A number of small spots irregularly scattered over a considerable area. The group becomes somewhat more

scattered, and the spots decrease in area until they have passed the central meridian on February 7.

The following part of the group then rapidly increases in size, and becomes more compact, the individual

spots coalescing with one another until on February 1 1 the group consists of three large spots so close

together as almost to form a single very large spot. These have broken up by February 13. The

preceding part of the group has disappeared by February 1 1.
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TABLE V.

Example of a Group of Spots for which the first and last days were rejected,

as the Group was partly out of sight on those days.

Group 1501.

A large regular spot, a, followed by another large spot of irregular outline, b. Some small spots are seen

between a and b. b has broken up by October 6 into a number of spots, which undergo frequent

changes during the succeeding days.
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TABLE VI.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLK VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE VI. continued.
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TABLE V I. continued.
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The smallness of the coefficients of x and y in the equation (e) as compared with

those of the equation (<5) would make it of small weight, if the right hand sides of

the two equations arose entirely from errors of measurement and other errors of purely

accidental character. But the equation (e) has two advantages over the equation (<5).

The orientation error of the photograph is entirely eliminated. This is important

as the same orientation error might persist for a series of spot groups which occurred

at the same time of the year. More important than this, the proper motion of each

spot, as far as it is linear, is eliminated. In consequence of this the right hand sides

of the equations similar to (e) have a much smaller accidental error than those similar

to equation (S).

In the case, therefore, of all groups observed for eleven or more consecutive days,

a second equation has been formed by subtracting the equation derived from the

determinations of latitude made near the Central Meridian from the mean of the two

equations given by those made near the two limbs respectively. Thus in a group
observed for eleven consecutive days the first four days and last four days were used

to form the two limb equations, the remaining three days, in the middle of the period

of observation, to form the central equation. With groups observed for twelve days
the four middle days were used for the central equation. So with groups of either

thirteen or fourteen days duration, the first five days and last five days gave the limb

equations, and the middle three or four days, as the case might be, afforded the

central equation.

The following catalogue gives the equations thus obtained from the comparison
of the limb and central equations :

31

TABLE VII.

SECOND CATALOGUE OF GROUPS OF SUN SPOTS USED FOE THE DETERMINATION OF THE ERROR
IN THE ADOPTED POSITION OF THE SUN'S AXIS.

Latitudes of Spots observed near the Central Meridian compared with the Mean of the

Latitudes observed near the Limbs.

No.
of

Group.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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TABLE VII. continued.
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hemisphere, from the determinations of latitude made near the West limb before it

passed out of sight, and near the East limb after it has returned within view. All'

cases of Recurrent Groups, therefore, where the group was satisfactorily observed for

three consecutive days before disappearance at the West limb, and again for three

consecutive days after reappearance at the East limb, have been used to form equations

for the determination of the error of position of the assumed axis. As the mean of

three days' observation has been taken in each case, this corresponds to the position

of the group on the second day from the limb, and allowing fifteen or sixteen days for

the time during which the group cannot be observed at all, or can only be observed

in part, the two positions involve an interval of eighteen or nineteen days, as compared
with the interval of eight days given by the twelve- and thirteen-day groups of the

first catalogue. The longer interval implies that the Recurrent Groups will be more

strongly affected by systematic errors due to steady proper motion of the part of the

spot-groups. Errors of orientation, on the other hand, will affect the equations derived

from the Recurrent Groups to the same extent as those derived from groups observed

in the course of a single apparitionj-but with tho OOMB sign'.

The following is an example of a Recurrent Group :

>
*
<

1
UJ j >

2 <

10"

TABLE VIII.

No. of Group.
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TABLE IX.
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TABLE IX. continued.
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TABLE IX. continued.
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TABLE IX. continued.
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TABLE IX. continued.
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TABLE IX. continued.
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IV. Apparent Errors of the Adopted Position of the Axis.

The numbers of the groups of spots of each order of duration available in each

year are given in Table X. which follows. A space is introduced in the table at the

end of each cycle of the Sun's activity.

TABLE X.

Numbers of Groups of Sim Spots employed.
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groups were under observation, the second the total number of groups employed, and

the third the mean discordances.

TABLE XL

Class of

Spot-groups.
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TABLE XIII.

Apparent Errors of the Adopted Position of the Sun's Axis as

determined from Spot-Groups in Different Periods.

Poriod
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out a little more strongly if the comparison is made not between the two hemispheres

in their entirety but between the portions lying outside latitude 10 in each. The

values for x are, as usual, less accordant than those for y.

TABLE XIV.

Apparent Errors of the Adopted Position of the Sun's Axis as determined

from Spot-groups in Different Zones.
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The figures given in Table XV. were obtained early in the investigation,

before the measures for 1912 were available, and before those for 1905 had been finally

revised. But as the Table shows, there is no sufficient indication of any systematic

effect introduced by the want of symmetry in the distribution of these groups of short

duration, and it is clear that the very small corrections, which would follow upon the

introduction of the complete results for 1905 and 1912, could make no alteration in

this respect. It did not seem worth while, therefore, to recompute the Table in order

to bring it into complete correspondence with the rest of the discussion.

V. Evidence as to a General Drift of Sun-Spots.

In Carrington's determination of the position of the Sun's Axis, a slight tendency
was noted for spots to diminish their north polar distance, so that on the whole, there

appeared to be " an average tendency towards the North Pole of 90" in the time during
which the Sun rotates through 30 degrees." (Observations of the Spots on the Sun,

p. 242.) Carrington regarded this "as a fictitious and non-real result arising from the

omission of some small correction whereby the angles of position come out too great in

the first half of any Spot's passage over the disc, and too small in the second half."

But, whatever the explanation of this small outstanding quantity, it seems desirable to

ascertain whether the Greenwich photographs confirm its presence ;
and in particular,

whether some such tendency on the part of spots in general, to move towards the

equator or away from it, characterises any particular zone of latitude, or any particular

phase of the sun-spot cycle, since the distribution of sun-spots in latitude is well known

to change with the progress of the cycle.

For this purpose, the observed differences of latitude, i.e. the quantities on the

right-hand side of the equations of condition in Tables VI. and IX., have been grouped
in ten zones, as in Table XIV., according to the latitude of the spot-group concerned.

The Central equations given in Table VII. have not been thus treated, for, from the

way in which they have been formed, they have been cleared from the effect of a

steady uniform drift in any one given direction.

Table XVI. is derived from Table VI. and gives for the Limb equations, the

number of spot-groups, and the mean discordances in latitude for the different zones,

both for the three cycles of sun-spot activity over which. the observations extend, and

for the four chief phases of the progress of the cycle. Table XVII. is similarly derived

from Table IX. and gives the corresponding figures for the Recurrent Groups. As in

the preceding tables, motion away from the North Pole is considered positive.

It will be seen that the observations do not establish the reality of a common drift

of the spot-groups whether this be an actual movement of the spots on the Sun, or be

merely apparent, due to some small systematic error of the magnitude of that indicated

by Carrington's figures. The average interval corresponding to a Limb equation is

seven days, in which time the Sun rotates through 100 degrees, and the average
interval corresponding to an equation from a Recurrent Group is over eighteen days,

corresponding to about 260 of rotation, so that a movement in latitude of l'
-

5 for

30 of rotation would show as 5' from the mean of the Limb equations and as 13'

from those given by the Recurrent Groups.
But though the individual figures in the two tables show a wide range, the final

result is a very small positive movement for the Limb spots, and practically zero for

the Recurrent Groups. In other words, though in limited areas of the Sun's surface,
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groups of spots are often observed to have a "set
"
in one direction or the other that

may last for some time, these tend in the long run to balance one another.

In Table XVL, the two columns "1874 to 1888" and " 1889 to 1900" are in

somewhat striking contrast, and suggest that the photographs of both periods were

TABLE XVL

Mean Differences in North Polar Distance from Different Zones of

Spot-Groups observed near the Limbs (Table VI.}.
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will the Differences from the spot-groups observed near the Limbs, but with the

opposite sign. The Kecurrent Groups are exposed to accidental errors of too large an

amount, and the numbers of groups available in each zone in the separate periods are

too few for the actual figures to have much significance. So far as they go, however,

when taken together with those of Table XVI., they confirm the conclusion that

small outstanding orientation errors gave a slight apparent northward motion to the

spots in their transit across the disc in the period 1874 to 1888, but a southward

motion in the period 1889 to 1900. The third period, 1901 to 1912, appears to have

been practically free from any general error of this nature.

TABLE XVII.

Mean Differences in North Polar Distance from different Zones oj

Recurrent Groups (Table IX.).
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For the purpose of grouping the observations according to the phase of the

progress of the Sun-Spot cycle the years 1881-2, 1892-3, 1904-5 have been allotted

to the Increasing phase; 1883, 1894-5
; 1906-7 to Maximum; 1884-5, 1896-7,

1908-9 to the Decreasing phase, and the remaining 22 years to Minimum. The

mean differences in latitude when thus grouped, as in the upper parts of Tables XVI.

and XVII., seem to discountenance any connection between these phases and the

general drift, real or apparent, of the Spots in latitude. But the final column in the

lower part of the two Tables, headed "1874 to 1912," indicates that on the whole

there is a slight preponderance of movements away from the equator in the outermost

zone of each hemisphere, while in the remaining zones the prevailing movements are

rather toward the equator. But though both Tables show a fair agreement in this

respect when the entire period, 1874 to 1912, is considered, the discordances between

the three separate cycles show that the irregularities of movement are great in different

groups.

VI. Final Results.

1. As the preceding pages have sufficiently shown, the chief difficulty in this

investigation arises from the irregular movements of individual groups of Spots. It is,

therefore, desirable, until we have further knowledge of the laws of these movements,
which are considerable as compared with the corrections which it is desired to determine,

to treat the whole of the available material, and not to limit the discussion to a small

number of Spots selected on an arbitrary plan.

2. The discordances between the corrections deduced from short periods, such as

a single year, or from restricted zones, are due to these large proper motions of

individual groups, which show a tendency to set at times in certain directions, but such

tendencies do not persist over long periods of time.

3. The final corrections to the adopted position of the Sun's Axis, as deduced by
the "Limb" and "Central" methods respectively, are in close accord. The results

obtained, therefore, seem substantially free from systematic errors, due, either to defective

orientation of the photographs, or to a general drift of the Spot-groups, or to refraction

within the solar atmosphere.

4. The positions of the Sun's Axis as deduced from

(a) the three complete Sun-spot cycles ;

(b) the four different phases of the cycle ;

(c) spots as grouped into three chief zones of latitude ;

all agree within 3' with the mean result. Within these limits, therefore, the position of

the Axis does not differ for different cycles, different phases of the cycle, or different

zones.
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5. The corrections indicated to Carrington's elements are :

AI=-4'-5

AN sin 1= +0'-9

giving for the true position of the solar equator for the epoch 1850'0

Inclination to the ecliptic
= 7 10''5

Longitude of the ascending node = 73 46''8

The preceding investigation originated with Mr Maunder, and was carried out

under his superintendence. With the exception of the mode of formation of the

equations of condition, the methods employed, including the use of the Recurrent Groups,
and the comparisons of the latitudes of groups when near the Central Meridian, with

the means of their latitudes when near the East and West limbs, are entirely due to

him. He has also examined in detail the outstanding cases.

This seems a fitting opportunity to refer to the thoroughness with which he has

superintended the Solar Work of the Royal Observatory for forty years, and to the

value and fruitfulness of his investigations in this branch of Astronomy.

F. W. DYSON.
1913 June 27.

CORRIGENDA.

Page 13, Group 891, Equation, for = +1-07, read = 1-07.

21, 3692, Mean Latitude, for 14'l, read + 14'l.

26, 5733, Equation, for = - 1 -20, read = -0 -20.

29, 6669, for =-l '98, read =-l '94.

29, 6774, No. of Days, insert 10.

29, 6774, Equation, insert + 0'07a: +l'52y = '30.

43, line 13, for of the part, read on the part,

43, 16, (tele but with the reverse sign.

43, Table V11L, Date, April 25'113, Longitude of Spot, for -48'2, read -48'3.
43, sixth line from foot, for = +0-77, read = 0-77.
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